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Desperate Times

These are desperate times we 
live in. The Pope campaigned 
in Philadelphia, a reality TV 
celebrity full of passionate 
intensity is crushing the 
presidential polls, national 
leaders sob in public, and we 
are told to eat less beef to help 
slow global warming. Perhaps 
most dramatic of all, an earlier 
and earlier sunset is cutting 
into evening bike rides. This is 
compounded by the turning of 
the season, which brings higher 
winds and more frequent and 
colder rain. We don’t have much 
time left to get those last 500 
miles, or take off those last 5 
pounds. A grey, chilly and wet 
Midwestern winter is waiting, 
biding its time, ready to sweep 
in and force us indoors, onto 
spin bikes and into body pump 
classes. 
Club members have been 
known to do desperate things 
in desperate times. Just last 
year a whole peloton of us rode 

continued on page  2

Paceline Wabash River Cycle Club
Cookout & Bonfire
Saturday, November 14, 6:00 pm

Come clebrate another successful Wabash River 
Ride and help us thank everyone who helped to make 
it a success.  All club members are welcome and are 
invited to bring a guest.

The club will furnish a main course, soft drinks, plates, utensils, 
etc.  Feel free to bring:  a side dish or desert to share, a lawn 
chair for the fire, and your beverage of choice.

The cookout will be hosted by Mary & Dave Simon at 
their country estate near Battleground.

Please RSVP by Thursday, November 12 to  Dave:  
davesimon@simonconst.com

From Battle Ground take Prophet Rock road to 300E  
(across from Waste Water treatment plant.)

Turn onto 300E  (only one way to turn.)
Go to top of hill and turn right, staying on asphalt.
Go  ½ mile then turn left onto China Grove Drive.

The Simon’s is the first driveway on Left.  
Signs will be posted directing where to park.

2921 China Grove Drive, West Lafayette
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Club Officers • 2015
President
Howard Grabois 497-0144
Vice President
Chris Yeomans 427-7290
Secretary
Laura Furey 414-430-0459
Treasurer
Dennis Figueroa 237-7490

Board Members
Pat Boling 497-0144
Andrew Hirsch 463-1132
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Carol Moffett 463-6497
Tom Moffett 463-6497
Bob Mrzlack 574 583-4699

Chair Officers
Membership
Dan Gadbery 497-1135
Wabash River Ride Coordinator
Andrew Hirsch 463-1132
Advocacy
Pat Boling 497-0144
Mileage Log
Kay Thompson
wrccridelog@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor
Carol Moffett 463-6497
Social Media
Melissa McCurley 418-4204
Webmaster
Dave LeFevre 
dlefevre@gmail.com
Calendar
Howard Grabois     497-0144

Ride Coordinators
Chair & Calendar 
A (19+ mph) 
Chris Yeomans 427-7290 
B (17-19 mph)
Kevin Johnston        583-0739
C (15–17 mph)
Pat Boling               497-0144
D (13–15 mph)
Tom Moffett            463-6497
E (11–13 mph)
Gary Brouillard       742-7794
Novice (less than 11 mph)
Mark Levinthal 497-7155
MTB & Gravel Road
James Gross 366-4819
Touring & Camping
Kevin Luse 870-7808 

✺ Howard

in the rain for the 50 mile Crane Cruise. We knew it 
would rain, it was in the weather report, but the WRCC 
was still well represented; maybe even the biggest part 
of their ridership. In these desperate times we endure 
high winds, blinding glare when heading west, and wet 
roads sending sprays of water up our backsides. We 
dig out arm warmers, leg warmers, wool socks, vests, 
water-resistant and supposedly breathable jackets. We’ll 
do anything to get in a few more rides, to extend the 
cycling season a few more days. We prepare ourselves 
for terrible encounters, worse than barking labs without 
electric fences, worse than errant roadkill kicked across 
the road by a careless pick-up. It’s the time of year when 
vampires and zombies and Taylor Swift impersonators fill 
the streets. 
These are desperate times we live in. Ride safely and 
come to the club bonfire in November.

M Power Yoga

R & D Computer Repair

Paceline • Desperate Times
continued from page 1
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continued on page  4

Third Annual “Tour the Turning Turbines” Ride

The group met at Benton Central 
High School (see photo above) to 
start the ride through rural Benton 
County to the town of Earl Park. 

This ride was organized by Jim 
Snell who lives in Earl Park and has 
a wonderful museum of bicycles, 
old cars, etc.  Jim and his wife, 
Marty, had a wonderful SAG stop 
for us at his work shop/museum.

Jim (pictured in front in the photo 
on left) led the group off
on a beautiful morning.
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Tour of Turning Turbines Ride
continued from page 3
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Jim Snell’s collection of bicycles and cars is amazing to see.

Jim stands next to the bike he used to win 
the national title.
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Remember your
10% Club Discount at

Hodson’s Bay Company 
on the Levee

Your local source for 
everything cycling & fitness

Adventure Cycling Association

Affiations
welcome our 

new members
Christopher Anthony

Pamela Fox
Vishrut Garg
Brittany Huff
Curt Jansen

Helen Smitley

Dave Smith takes us Home

Dave Smith is pictured above in front of his boyhood home in Benton County.  On the 
Tour of the Turning Turbines Ride, we passed his home.
As an adult, Dave lived in the house for a time and farmed the land.  The house has 
been sold now and Dave lives in West Lafayette, but he still owns the land.  Dave 
showed us the roads he used to ride his bike on as a child and referred to the area as 
“Smithville.”
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Dr. Gabe Mirkin’s 
Fitness and Health 
e-Zine
September 13, 2015
 
Bicycles Are Most Energy-
Efficient

If you ride a bicycle, be proud. 
Humans riding on bicycles are 
more energy-efficient than any 
other animal and any other form of 
transportation. Vance Tucker of Duke 
University compared bicyclists to 
humans and animals running, birds 
flying and fish swimming, as well as 
to people in motor-powered cars, 
boats, trains and planes (J. Exp. 
Bio, 1973;68(9):689-709). The less 
energy per weight you use to travel 
over a distance, the more energy-
efficient you are. Vance found that 
the most efficient creature without 
mechanical help is a condor. With 
mechanical help, the cyclist comes 
out on top. Here is a partial list, 
ranked from most to least energy-
efficient: 

human on a bicycle
condor
salmon
horse
human in a jet plane
human walking
human running
human in an automobile
cow
sheep
dog
hummingbird
rabbit
bee
mouse

Mice, bees and hummingbirds use 
the most energy per weight and 
therefore are very inefficient and tire 
the earliest. This concept explains 
why pre-historic human hunters 
could catch faster-running animals. 
The human would tire later, so it 
didn’t matter how fast the animal 
could run; if the human ran long 
enough he would eventually catch 
the exhausted animal.

A person on a bicycle is more 
energy-efficient than one using 
an automobile, motorcycle, train 
or plane, even though he is much 
slower. If you compare the amount 
of calories burned in bicycling to 
other forms of locomotion, you will 
find that 100 calories supplies an 
average cyclist for three miles, a 
walker for one mile and a car for 
only 280 feet. A walking human 
uses 0.75 calorie of energy per gram 
of body weight for each kilometer 
traveled, while a cyclist uses only 
a fifth as much, 0.15 calorie per 
gram per kilometer. The WorldWatch 
Institute reports that when you ride 
a bicycle you use only 35 calories 
per mile, while walking requires 100 
calories per mile, buses and trains 
use about 900 calories per mile 
per person, and a car uses 1860 
calories per mile (Ergonomics, 2008 
Oct;51(10):1565-75).

Slow Riders Use Less Energy 
Than Fast Riders
Cycling is so energy-efficient that 
a good rider can go just about any 
distance. In 2014, Christopher 
Strasser won the Race Across 
America by cycling 3,098 miles 

continued on page  8
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in seven days, 15 hours and 56 
minutes. He averaged 16.42 miles 
per hour. The record for a woman 
was set in 1995 at an average speed 
of 13.23 MPH. Interestingly, slow 
riders use less energy per mile than 
fast riders. During a one-hour ride, 
a person riding a touring bike for 
nine miles burns 135 calories with 
an average power of 50 watts. In an 
hour an experienced bicycle racer 
can go 30 miles but will burn 2150 
calories and produce approximately 
500 watts or 0.67 horsepower. You 
burn more calories per mile because 
the faster you ride, the greater the 
wind and air resistance. Resistance 
varies with the square of your 
speed. A recumbent bicycle is more 
energy-efficient because being lower 
to the ground reduces the size of the 
bike and body that is being blocked 
by wind and air resistance (Proc Biol 
Sci, 2001 Jul 7;268(1474):1351-
60).

More Cars Than Bikes in North 
America
The world’s 6.1 billion people 
own 1.2 billion bicycles and only 
600 million motorized passenger 
vehicles. That’s one bike per five 
people and one automobile per 
10 people. However, the highly-
developed countries are dominated 
by automobiles. The United States 
has:
* Twice as many automobiles as 
bicycles
* More than 90 percent of 
transportation trips done in 
automobiles
* Less than one percent of trips 
done by bike

Benefits of Riding a Bicycle
More people should ride bicycles 
because:
* Bicycles require the least energy 
to go places. Cars use 30 percent of 
world’s petroleum.
* Bicycles are far more energy 
efficient than running or walking.
* Bicycles produce less air pollution 
than motor-driven transportation.
* Bicycles are manufactured with far 
less material and labor than engine-
driven forms of transportation.
* Bicycles help to prevent disease 
and prolong life by giving you the 
health benefits of exercise.

Greg Smith returns to town for a visit, 
and he and Kathy head out for a ride on a 
beautiful day.

Dr. Gabe Mirkin’s Fitness and Health e-Zine
continued from page 7
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The boat, by what used to be the 
Boathouse Restaurant in Cutler, was a 
stop on a Saturday ride in September. 
(Photo Above)

The group claims they were not really 
lost as the map checking indicates. 
(Photo Left)

Pat, Howard, Kathy, and John 
(Photo Below) enjoy the after ride meal
at the end of the Bike Michiana for 
Hospice ride in South Bend.  Since 
all of the SAGs are sponsored by 
restaurants, the food is wonderful.
Hey, I wonder if they had salmon 
sliders this year!!!!
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 Here are three questions (and the last one is 
awesome) about the motion of a bike as it is pulled.

Case 1: Pulling the bike by the handle bars.
For this first case I will pull the bike at the top by 
the handle bars. I am going to pull in the direction 
the bike normally rides.

This one is probably pretty easy, but go ahead and 
see if you can figure out which way the bike will 
move when it is pulled. One quick note — since the 
bike is at rest, if it accelerates in some direction, 
it will also move in that direction. Really these 
questions are about acceleration, not moving.

Case 2: Pulling on the top of the front wheel.
Now I am going to take my giant rubber band (that 
is what I’m pulling with) and attach it to a spoke on 
the top of the front wheel. Just in case you can’t tell, 
I am drawing an arrow on top of the rubber band so 
it’s easier to see.

Which way will the bike accelerate (and thus move 
initially)?

Case 3: Pulling on the bottom of the front wheel.
This is the same as case 2 except that I am pulling 
on the bottom of the wheel.

Which way will the bike accelerate (move)?
Now you have three questions. You should have 
three answers. Discuss your answers with some 
people around you and convince them that your 
answer is correct. You might want to draw a force 
diagram to convince your neighbor that your 
answer is correct. If you like, you can also ask this 
question to random people on the street.

Case 1: Answer.
I am going to go ahead with the answer to case 1. 
Really, this one should be easy (it wasn’t a trick).

The pulling force is to the left, the bike rolls to the 
left. No surprises here (hopefully).

 

The Surprising Physics of Pulling a Bike with a Rubber Band
by Rhett Allain
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The force pulls to the left. This makes the front 
wheel rotate in a counter clockwise direction. 
Both the rotation of the wheel and the force seem 
to suggest the bike should roll to the left. The bike 
rolls to the left. Everyone is happy.

Case 3: Answer.
This is the one you’ve been waiting for. Hopefully 
you had some excellent discussions with your 
neighbors and family — but not such a heated 
discussion that it caused a fist fight. You are right? 
Are they correct? Here is the answer.

If everyone answered this case correctly, it 
wouldn’t be that much fun. Still, it’s a great 
problem. But what is going on? Why does it 
move to the left? Well, I told you to draw a force 
diagram (free body diagram) so here’s what that 
would look like.

Yes, there is a frictional force between the front 
tire and the ground that pushes backwards on the 
wheel to cause it to rotate in the counter clockwise 
direction. However, this force has to be smaller 
than the force pulling the bike forward. The net 
force is pulling to the left so that the bike initially 
accelerates to the left. That might seem counter 
intuitive, but you need to practice thinking about 
the forces on the bike as it was just one system. 
For this system, the forces in the vertical direction 
have to add up to zero (because it doesn’t 
accelerate up or down) and the net force in the 
horizontal direction is to the left.
What if the bike did accelerate to the right? In that 
case, the frictional force would have to be greater 
than the external pulling force. This would be a 
little weird for a stationary object. It would be the 
same as if you pushed on a block to the left and it 
started accelerating to the right.
Could this bike accelerate to the left without 
having the wheel spin at all? Yes. If there was a 
very low coefficient of friction, the bike could 
just sort of slide along the ground without rolling. 
But it is still accelerating in the direction of the 
applied force.
So, did you get this question wrong? That’s ok. 
It’s a difficult question — the best questions are 
tough. 

Case 2: Answer.
With the rubber band on the top of the bike wheel, 
this is what happens.

Submitted by Andy Hirsch.  All physics 
questions can be directed to him!
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Sunday Brookston Ride
Photos by Jim Snell
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Name  Date

Address

City State Zip

Telephone (               ) Occupation

E-mail

Other family members joining*

*Minors (under 18 years) must be accompanied by a parent/guardian on all activities.

WRCC Membership Form

Type of Membership
❏ Student .................... $15
❏ Individual ................$20
❏ Family ......................  $25

Average Speed
❏ 19–21+ ..........................A
❏ 17–19 ............................. B
❏ 15–17 ............................ C
❏ 13–15 ............................ D
❏ 11–13 ..............................E
❏ 11 & under .......Novice

Cycling Type
❏ Road
❏ Touring
❏ Commuting
❏ Mountain
❏ Racing

❏ Renewal
❏ Same address
❏ New Member

T-Shirt Size
❏ Small
❏ Medium
❏ Large
❏ XLarge
❏ XXLarge

1. Return form & dues to:
Wabash River Cycle Club
P.O. Box 1243
Lafayette, IN 47902-1243

2. You may also pay your 
dues conveniently and  
securely with PayPal at 
the WRCC Web site:  
www.wrcc-in.org

❏ I am willing to lead rides.
Are you a member of Bicycle Indiana? Yes ❏  No ❏
May we publish your name in our directory? Yes ❏  No ❏

Check all
that apply.

✂
Mark your calendar for the November 14 Cookout & Bonfire at the house of Dave & Mary Simon!

http://www.wrcc-in.org

